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Breckenridge Grand Vacations is a timeshare development company that develops and sells timeshares for several resort properties
in Breckenridge, Colorado. The company works through inbound/outbound/owner referral and in-house efforts to invite guests to
its properties for tours. Breckenridge was using an automated dialer, but deteriorating performance and increasing costs led the
group to look for an alternative solution.
Ryan Huff, Direct Marketing Manager, talks about Breckenridge’s experience with dialing technology, saying, “We have been using
dialer technology for about 10 years now, and had a system from Noble several years ago before moving to another platform. After
some time, the ‘less expensive’ replacement system started to cost us more money. We had a lot of downtime and very poor voice
quality. At this point, we decided to come back to the Noble® Solution. We liked the reliability of the Linux environment to give us
more up-time and the integrated recording functionality. The Noble small business system was the right size for our business and we
know that we can grow the system as we grow.”
Breckenridge’s sales group uses the Noble for outbound telemarketing to bring people to the
property for a visit using opt-in lists. The marketing administration team also uses the system to
follow-up with guests that have already booked a trip. The Noble IVR option provides flexible
inbound routing with interactive menus and the ability to leave automated messages for
outbound calls.
The company uses the Noble Recorder to record 100% of its calls. Huff says, “The recording
system has been one of the best tools to help us improve our phone rep’s pitches and
customer service. The ability to access any recording so quickly is great and makes reviewing
recordings for QA/training much easier in multiple departments.”
The Noble Dialer offers flexibility in call pacing that has helped Breckenridge improve agent
productivity. “The call pacing is another function we are impressed with,” Huff explains. “We
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can use fractional call pacing which is great for us to manage campaigns based on what
dispositions we are calling. We also like the ability to choose which dispositions to call, rather
than just calling ‘active’ ones as with dialers we have used in the past. For example, we have
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a disposition for agent-coded answering machines, so that if an answering machine slips
through the dialer’s automated screening, we can leave update the record to leave the
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number off of future lists and get more contacts this way. We also really like the ability to have
agents calling in different groups, so that new hires can call our less important leads during
training and keep our veteran agents on the good ones. These things have helped our overall
conversion with leads and our overall customer service with our administrative department.”
Noble is built upon an open platform that supports integration to other systems to save time
and utilize existing resources. The company worked with Noble Systems to integrate to its
Shoretel PBX in a VoIP environment. “We do interface with our VoIP phone system and actually
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use that for all of our calling. The voice quality is great, and the ‘delays’ you often experience
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with most dialers seem to be minimal with Noble,” remarks Huff. Breckenridge also has plans
to integrate Noble with its TimeShareWare software for lead management.
Breckenridge implemented Noble with assistance from the Noble professional services
team. Huff recalls the implementation experience, stating, “The Noble install team was onsite to get us set up and to walk us through everything. Through the entire process, our
Noble team was available to assist us, so that we were able to get up and running. When
the install was complete, we were turned over to the Noble Support team for on-going
assistance. They are great at answering some of our basic questions, and advising on how
to do certain things if we throw ideas at them. If we have a larger issue, senior support
specialists and developers are available to work through to a resolution. We have been
able to do most things we have asked about with the assistance of somebody in support.”
Since switching to the Noble Solution, Breckenridge has been making more contacts and
improving performance. Huff observes, “We are seeing a much higher conversion on our
outbound leads than we have in the past. I think one of the biggest reasons is due to the
voice quality of our phone calls being so good; with our previous system we struggled with
having potential clients saying they could not hear us or that we sounded choppy, or we
could not hear them. So on top of trying to sell somebody that you cold-called, you also
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had to deal with overcoming that problem. Without that problem now, we can focus on

choice for us all around.

selling and we are seeing better results and increased sales.”
“Noble has been a great choice for us all around,” concludes Huff. “We have had basically
zero downtime and zero voice quality issues, therefore boosting our sales. We decided to
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generate our leads to call, so even a small increase in conversion results in a huge financial
gain for our company.”
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